Our vision is to help you build, implement and maintain an ongoing programme to reduce cyber risk in a way that’s right for your business. Our Security Baseline Assessment is part of a range of services we’ve developed to help you succeed in an ever-changing landscape.

What is the Security Baseline Assessment?

Our Security Baseline Assessment provides a point-in-time look at your company’s cyber security posture in comparison with industry best practices. Our consultants leverage industry standard tools and external vulnerability scanning engines to help you understand your current levels of security maturity and short-term get well plans.

How does it work?

We run an assessment of your existing internal controls, while externally assessing the posture of your organisation. These streams of work allow our consultants to understand your company’s current exposure to cyber risk and suggest routes for improvement. Our aim is to identify internal and external risk profiles; provide a tailored report through our assessment portal with simple steps to help you improve security maturity; and build a plan that’s tailored to your business.
What are the benefits?

Focuses on the positives of your setup, not the negatives
Our security control review assesses your current security posture against the CIS top 20 controls framework. By focusing on what you’re already doing well, we can help you make improvements quickly. We’ll assess your security skills and suggest appropriate training; take an inventory of authorised and unauthorised software and devices; assess vulnerability and remediation; carry out maintenance monitoring and more.

Presents your security posture clearly
Our security control review is built on the intuitive Softcat Cyber Assessment Portal, which provides 90-day access to all findings. You are able to view your results and scoring on a single, easy-to-use dashboard that enables you to quickly understand your current levels of security.

Provides peace of mind
The framework we use for our security control review is based on an internationally recognised model, used all over the world to provide controls to minimise cyber security risk. This means you can feel reassured that your business is being assessed to universally accepted standards.

Empowers you to make changes, securely
Implementing new systems reveals new threats and vulnerabilities, meaning security risks continuously change as new services are launched. It is therefore important to assess the vulnerabilities in your security posture – which is why our managed vulnerability assessment is available as an additional service you can consume to identify Internal and External vulnerabilities within your environment.

Delivers personalised recommendations
Your managed vulnerability assessment is followed by a personalised recommendations report. This includes get-well recommendations and guidance that is specific to your business – as opposed to a one-size-fits-all approach – allowing you to make the key changes that’ll enable real change.

WHY SOFTCAT
- Consultant-supported assessment – understand your security setup
- A snapshot of current security maturity – build on your positives
- Measured against best practice – ensure you’re fully secure
- Short-term get-well reports – make improvements quickly
- Low cost, fixed price engagement – save money and know where you stand
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